CAREER CONVERSION PROGRAMME FOR INFOCOMM PROFESSIONALS (5G)

The NUS Career Conversion Programme (CCP) for Infocomm Professionals (5G) is a training and wage support programme, in partnership with Workforce Singapore (WSG), to prepare mid-career professionals in making a career transition to an InfoComm and Technology (ICT) role impacted by 5G and related technologies and business transformation.

How Employers Can Participate In CCP

Employers can embark in the following ways:

1. Creation of 5G and related ICT job functions
2. Redesign of ICT functions which are impacted by 5G and related technologies
3. 5G Business Transformation

How Employers Can Benefit

- NUS will guide employers in the development of On-Job-Training (OJT)-centric Training Plans and the onboarding process.
- Upon approval by WSG, up to 90%* of monthly salary of CCP Trainees, capped at $6000, will be funded by WSG for the duration of the CCP.

*Terms and conditions apply
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